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DOA_PURCHASE_AGREEMENT 

 

With this private agreement, valid for all legal purposes, between the undersigned parties: 

 

Buying Company: Buyer_Company , in the person of its legal representative Nome_Rep_Buyer_Company , 

with headquarters in <...>, via <...>, n. <...>, PI <...>, on the one hand; 

 

Selling Company: PCRR JWTEAM SRLS , in the person of the legal representative Vito Lavanga , with 

registered office in Via Terrazzano 85 – 20017 MILAN (Italy), Tax Code and PI 12092970966 , on the 

other; 

 

Having considered the parties, the following is agreed: Selling Company, assigns its RIGHTS to the 

patents issued by MISE/UIBM in Italy (extended and preserved by EPO/EU in: ES, FR, DE, GB, IT), 

MBGC_IT0001427413, approximately 1,000,000 inhabitants extended from the local geographical 

jurisdiction starting from the center of the Municipality/State (nominal value €100,000,000 , see 

http://www.expotv1.com/ESCP_Hello_MBGC_value.htm , 1M Ab), in favor of the Buying Company; that 

given the definitive transfer of ownership of the asset to the Buying Company, with exclusive 

leasing/renting obligation to the Selling Company (or its Trustee); The Buying Company direct and 

immediate payment, as the balance of the price of the goods, the sum of €15,000,000, into the bank account 

indicated and registered in the name of the Selling Company. 

 

Read, confirmed and signed in Milan (Italy) on mm-dd-yyyy . 

 

For the Selling Company, Vito Lavanga: 

 

For the Buying Company, Name_Rep_Buyer_Company : 

 

 

NB - Attached are the identification documents of the representatives and the related powers of attorney; 
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